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An Everywhere Convergent Series Representation of 
the Distribution of Hotelling’s Generalized Ti 
P. c. B. PHILLIPS 
Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics, Yale Universil? 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
A new series representation of the exact distribution of Hotelling’s generalized I?, 
statistic is obtained. Unlike earlier work, the series representation given here is 
everywhere convergent. Explicit formulae are given for both the null and the non- 
central distributions. Earlier results by A. G. Constantine (Ann. Math. Statist. 37 
(1966), 215-225), which are convergent on the interval [0, l), are also derived quite 
simply from our formulae. The paper therefore provides a solution to the long 
standing problem of the exact distribution of the G statistic in the general case. 
;p 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S1 (m x m) and S, (m x m) have independent Wishart distributions 
with n,, n, degrees of freedom, respectively, and the same population 
covariance matrix C. S, may be noncentral and we denote the noncen- 
trality matrix by Sz. The generalized I”, statistic [ 1 ] is then defined by 
T= c/n2 = tr(S, SF’). 
Since its introduction by Lawley [ 123 and later by Hotelling [8, 91 in con- 
nection with wartime problems of multivariate quality control, the dis- 
tribution of this statistic has attracted a good deal of theoretical interest 
among statisticians. A fundamental contribution was made by Constan- 
tine [ 11, who found a zonal polynomial series representation of the dis- 
tribution of T. However, Constantine’s series converge only for 0 < T-c 1. 
In subsequent research, Davis [2] discovered a linear homogeneous dif- 
ferential equation that is satisfied by the density of T in the null case 
(Q = 0). This approach has facilitated the numerical computation of per- 
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centage points of the null distribution; and in a series of articles [3,4, 51 
Davis has provided tabulations of the upper 5 and 1% points of the dis- 
tribution of T for dimensions m = 3 through 10. Pillai and Young [ 191 and 
Pillai, Young, and Sudjana [20] have also worked on the problem and 
found some specialized results for the case where m < 4 and n, is small. 
Additional contributions have been made by Krishnaiah and Chang [lo] 
and Krishnaiah, Chang, and Chattopadhyay [lo]. These authors obtained 
exact expressions for the density of T in terms of linear combinations of 
inverse Laplace transforms of the products of certain double integrals, but 
no explicit reductions or series representations of these expressions were 
provided. Readers are referred to the articles by Pillai [ 17, IS] for a 
detailed review of the field. 
When m = 2 Hotelling [9] derived a very simple formula for the null dis- 
tribution of T. This formula may be written as a Gaussian hypergeometric 
series and is everywhere convergent in T [ 11.’ Hotelling’s formula has been 
the source of conjectures by Constantine [l], Pillai [ 171, and others con- 
cerning possible general forms of the density. However, until the present, 
no progress has been made on the analytic derivation of the exact density 
in the general case even for the null distribution of T. 
The purpose of the present paper is to offer a fresh approach to the 
problem of the distribution of T. We shall give general formulae for the 
exact density (pdf) of T in both the null and the noncentral case. Unlike 
earlier work, the series representations we obtain are everywhere con- 
vergent in T. Our results, therefore, provide a solution to the long standing 
problem of the distribution of T in the general case. 
2. THE NULL DISTRIBUTION OF T 
Since T is invariant under the transformations S, + Z-1’2S,Z-‘/2 and 
s,-+c -‘i2S2C-“2 we set the common population covariance matrix 
C = I. Now let S, = Xx’ where the m x n, matrix X is N,,X,(M, I,,,,). We 
write T = tr(S, S; ‘) = x’(l,, 0 S; ‘)x where x = vet(X) and vec( ) denotes 
vectorization by columns. Conditional on S2, T is distributed as a 
quadratic form in normal variates. In the null case M = 0, Q = MM’/2 = 0 
and we have the density 
PWTI S2) = ~2n~,,j,,,,2r~mn,,2~ oFo’o( - (1/2)U@ S2)7 0, (1) 
’ There appears to be a minor error in the expression given by Constantine [ 1 ] and later by 
Davis [Z]. The correct formula has an additional factor of i. Phillips [ 151 provides a new 
derivation of this formula. 
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where 
o~o(-~w)(~o&~, rl=jv etr( - (l/2) T(Z@ S,) hh’)(&z). (2) 
Here V is the Stiefel manifold (h E Rmni: h’h = 1) and (&) represents the 
normalized invariant measure on V. Using (1) and (2) we deduce the 
unconditional density of T as follows: 
Pdf( T) =pen, + Q)/2 T”“l/’ I s I T(mn,P) ~&Z/2) .%PO I, 
xetr(-(1/2)Sz(Z+ TQ))lS210’1+‘72 mm’)‘2(&)dS2 
= r,((n, + Q/2) Tmn’12 - l 
r(mnd2) rm(n2/2) s 
(I+ TQI cnl +“*)“(&l), (3) 
v 
where 
(4) 
and hi (i=l,..., n,) are the m-vectors taken from the partition of 
h’ = (h;, h; ,..., hk,) into n, component vectors. 
Formula (3) is an extremely simple representation of the exact null dis- 
tribution of T. It may be used to derive in a straightforward way the series 
discovered by Constantine [l] in 1966. First, we give the following useful 
integral: 
LEMMA 2.1. 
C-(Q)(&) = (n1/2)KCK(zd 
v  IL (mnl/2L ’ 
Proof We note that: 
s C,((I,,,, 0 Z) hh’)(&) = C,(zn, 0ZVC,(~mn,) V 
(5) 
(f-5) 
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But the left side is also equal to: 
1 (tr((ZO Z) W)k(&) = 1 (tr(ZQ))k(&) 
V V 
== cm 
k c,~zm~ c, CAQHdh) 
Equating coefficients of C,(Z) in (6) and (7) we obtain the stated result. fi 
To obtain Constantine’s [l-j series from (3) we now simply expand 
,I+ TQl -(nl+W1/2 in its usual zonal polynomial series (which is valid for 
0 < T < 1) and integrate over V by using (5). This gives 
pdf(T)= 
f,((n, + n,)/2)T”“1” ’ vI 
c 
(-Uk 
which is convergent for 0 d T < 1. 
Formula (3) may also be used to obtain an alternative series represen- 
tation of the density which is everywhere convergent over T> 0. Given 
h E I/ we introduce an mn, x (mn, - 1) matrix K for which H = [K, h] is 
orthogonal. We partition K conformably with /z as K’ = [K’, , K;,..., Kn,], 
where the component matrices IC; are m x (mn, - 1). Define P = C;’ Ki K,!. 
Since K,K( + lz,hi = I, (i= l,..., n,) we deduce that 
and 
P=n,Z,-Q 
IC,(P)I <n:CK(Zm). 
(9) 
(10) 
We now write 
II+ TQI ~ lnl+n2)/2= (1 + n, T)-“‘(“~+~“z)/~IZ- (T/(1 +n, T))pl -lw+nz)/Z 
and thus 
pdf( T) = 
r,((n, +n2)/2)Tmni’2p’ 
f(mn,/2) T,(n,/2)( 1 + n, T)m(n; +n2)/2 
x f (T/(1 +nl(T))k 
k=O 
,(~)KJy%m (11) 
k !  x 
The series is everywhere convergent in TB 0 by majorization in view of 
(10). 
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LEMMA 2.2. 
I v C,(P)(&) = i $ (- lYnf--’ 1 a,,,(n,/2), C,(Z,), ,=a hn,P), * I (12) 
where the aK,r are Constantine’s coefficients given in [ 11. 
Proof We use the binomial expansion [ 11, 
= 4 ( ,go (- l/n, 1’ C ~JAQYCAL)) CKUm) r 
and the result follows by integration from (5). 1 
We deduce the following explicit series representation of the density of T, 
pdf( T) = 
T,((n, + n,)/2) Tmnli2-- ’ 
f(mn,/2) T,(n2/2)(1 + n, T)m(ni+“2”2 
XC 
x (T/(1 +-;lT)lkx(ni ;n2) 
k=O K I( 
which, like ( 1 1 ), is everywhere convergent in T b 0. 
3. THE NONCENTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF T 
Since T= tr(XX’S, ’ ) we start with the joint density of (A’, S,), 
[2mcn~+nz”2n”““2~,(n2/2)]~’ etr{ -(1/2)(X- M)(X- M)‘} 
xetr{-(1/2)S2}~S2~‘“2~~m~1)‘2 
= [2 m’n’+n2)‘2?tmn1’2rm(n2/2)]-‘etr( -Q) etr{ -(1/2)Xx’} etr( -XM’) 
xetr(-(l/2) S,} IS2((n2-m--1)‘2. (14) 
T is invariant under the simultaneous transformations A’+ HXJ, 
S,+ HS,H’ where HeO(m) and JeO(n,). Hence, making these sub- 
stitutions in (14) and integrating over the (normalized) orthogonal groups 
we have 
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c2 m(~l+n*)‘2~mn1’2fm(n2/2)] ~ ‘etr( -52) etr( - (l/2) XI?} 
xOF(lm) T;kXX,52 
( 1 
etr{-(1/2)S,}1S,I’“*~“-“‘*. (15) 
We now transform X-9 SF l/*X= Y in (15), giving 
c2 m(‘~‘+n*)‘271nm1’2fm(n2/2)] -‘etr( -Sz) etr( -(l/2) S2 YY) 
x,F\“) 
( 
?;iS,YY,Q 
> 
etr{ -~S2}(S21(n’+n2-m-1)‘2. 
We write y = vec( Y) = h T”*, where h E V and then T= y’y = 
x’(Z@ S,‘)x = tr(XX’S~‘). The measure transforms according to 
dy = tT”“l’Z- ’ dT(dh), where (dh) represents the invariant measure on V. 
We deduce that 
pdf( T) = [zrncnl +n1)/2~Mn1/2rm(n2/2)-‘etr( -Q) ynl/2- 1 
x ,F(I”” f$;s2Q, Q IS21(nl+“2-m- 1”2 dS,(dh) 
> 
= [2 m(nl +nZ”2~““‘l’~(mn,/2)] ~ 1 
xetr(-L?) Tmnl’2P1 
xoF\“” IS21(nl+n*-m~1)‘2dS2(dh), (16) 
where Q is given by (4). 
Performing the integration over Sz > 0 in (16) we obtain 
pdf( T) = 
f,((n, +n,)/2)etr(-Q) Tmn1’2-1 
mn,P))~tn(n2/2) 
X q, $; T(Z+ TQ)-‘Q, 0 
x IZ+ TQl p(n’+nz)‘2(&) (17) 
which generalizes (3) to the noncentral case. 
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Constantine’s [I] series for the noncentral case may be deduced quite 
simply from (17). We use the easily established expansion 
where B > 0, I(Z(( < I, y > -I, p = (m + 1)/2 and L:( ) denotes Constan- 
tine’s generalized Laguerre polynomial of matrix argument. Equation (18) 
was given by Muirhead in [ 13, Ex. 7.20, p. 2901, although his result as 
stated contains an error: his exponent for II- Z( should read “-Q” as 
given above. 
NowletZ= -TeforO~T<1,B=SZ,a=(n,+nz)/2,and;l+p=~,/2. 
We find from (17) and (18) the series 
@f(T)= V-Ah + nz)PYU mn,/2) f,(n,/2)} etr( -52) T”“““. ’ 
which is valid for 0 < T < 1. Using Lemma 2.1 we have immediately 
pdf(T) = {T,((n, + n2)/2)/r(mn,/2) f,,(n2/2)} etr( -Q) Tmnli’- ’ 
x ,f (-*)k 1 (F) L;(Q), 
k=cJ Wmn,/2), x 
y=(n,-m-1)/2. (19) 
K 
This is the series given by Constantine in [l] for the noncentral case when 
OdT< 1. 
To obtain an everywhere convergent series we proceed as follows. Using 
(9) we write Z+TQ=(l +n,T)Z-TPand (16) becomes 
c2 m(nl+n2’i2f(mn,/2) r,(n,/2)] -’ etr( -0) Tmnlf2 -- ’ 
X 
!.I etr{ -f(l +n,T)S,)etr(qTS,P} oF;m) I’ A-2 >o i 
;;:S,Q,~ 
> 
x (S2((nl+nz--m~“‘*dS*(dh). 
This expression is invariant under the simultaneous transformations 
(Q --f L’QL> P -+ L’PL) where L E O(m). Thus, transforming S, -+ LS2 L’ 
and integrating over the normalized orthogonal group we obtain 
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pdf( T) = [2 m(n1+“2”2~(mn,/2) T,(n,/2)]-’ etr( --a) T”““‘- ’ 
X 
SI 
etr{ -t(l +n, T) S,) IS21’“l+n2PmP1)/2 
v> s>o 
xfh 
(T/2)k “C,(Q) 
k.,=O &j. Wn,P), C,(Zm) 
XC 
Q’C,(S,) C;,“(P, Q) 
C,(Im) 
d&Mb) 
)EX.I 
(20) 
= r,((n, + Q/2) etr( -Q) 7m,l2 - I 
r(mn,/2) T,(nJ2) (1 + n, T)+‘+n2)‘2 
Oc (T/(1 +n,zJ)/‘+’ 
XC 
k.l= 0 k!Z! 
x s 
C;“(P, Q)(a). (21) c 
In the above formula C$A is an invariant polynomial in the elements of 
its two matrix arguments. These polynomials and the constants 
S;,A = C;“(Z,,,, Z,,,)/C,(Z,) were introduced by Davis [6,7]. In (20) and 
(21), 4 IS a partition of the integer f = k + I into <m parts K is a partition 
of k into dm parts and 1 is a partition of 1 into <m parts. The notation 
4 E K. A, which is defined in [6], relates the three different partitions in the 
summation. 
Writing P = n, Z, - Q as before we now use the binomial expansion 
given by Davis [6, Eq. (6.6)], 
C;.“(n,Z- Q, Q) 
= nl;C;2(Z- (l/n)Q, Q) 
= 4 2 
i 
c Q::if C?“( - (l/n 1) Q, Q,lC,(z, C,(z) 
r=O p,rep-A 1 
=n ‘; 
1 
5 1 b;;:;f( - l/n,)Y3~“C,(Q)/C,(Z) C,(Z). 
r = 0 p.r E p 2. 1 
(22) 
In this summation p and T are partitions of the integers r and r + I, respec- 
tively, into <m parts and the 6;;$$ are constants introduced in [6]. 
Using (22) and Lemma 2.1 in (21) we deduce the following series 
representation of the density of T, 
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c C,(Q) 
$(i (n,/2), C,U,,) 
x (23) 
When Q = 0 the series in 1 terminates at f = 0 and (23) reduces to the null 
density given in ( 13). 
Like (13), the series (23) is everywhere convergent in T3 0. To see this it 
is simplest to work with the equivalent series (21). Noting that P< n, I, we 
find that (21) is majorized by the series 
r,((n, + n2)/2) etr( -Q) Tr?vq,‘2 - I 
f(mn,/2) T,(n,/2) (1 +n, T)m’n’+nz”’ 
L 
XC 
(n, T/(1 +n, T))k(T/(l +n, T))’ 
k.l = 0 k!l! 
XC 
c’(Q;2) C 0;” (y), j, C;,“(Z,, Q)(dh). (24) 
x.j, (n,P)j.Cj.(Z~) ,$seK. j. 
Using 
C;,“(Zm, Q) = {‘$iC~(Zm)/C~(z)} C>.(Q) 
[7, Eq. [5.2)] and Lemma 2.1 we write (24) as follows: 
rm((nl +nAQ)etr(-Q) 7mwl2 - I  
T(mn,2) f,(n,/2) (1 +n, T)m(n’+nZ”2 
‘= (n,T/(l+t~,T))~(T/(l+n,T))’ 
XC 
k,l=O k!l!(mnI/2), 
etr( - 52) Tnm,/‘Z - I 
= f’(mn,/2) T,,,(n,/2) (1 + n, T)mcnlcnzf/z 
x f (nlT/(l+nlT))k(T/(l+nlT))’ 
k,l=O k!l!(mn,/2), 
etr( -S) ) SI cnl + “2~ *- 1”2C,(S) dS 
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etr( -0) pwl2 - 1 
= r(mn,/2) T,(n,/2) (1 + n, T)m(nl+n*)‘2 
n; (nlT/(l+n,T))k(T/(l+n,T))’ 
XC 
k./=O k!Z!(mn,/2), 
e tr( -Sz) 7742 - 1 a: (T/(1 +n,T)’ 
c =r(mn,/2)T,(n2/2) (1 +.*T)m’“‘+“*)‘2k,l=0 Z!(mn,/2), 
etr( - l(1 +n, T)S) ISI’n’+q2-m-1”‘Cj,(S) dS 
= 
~,((n,+n2)/2)etr(-Q) T”n,,2-, 
nmn,P) r*(n,P) 
Since (mn,/2),> (n,/2), for all m the final series above is majorized by 
r,((n, + n2)/2) W -0) 7?nn,,2-, 
Umn,P) rm(n,P) 
x/fog: ((T)&),) cJQ) 
= T,((nk +n2)/2)etr(-Qa) Tmn,,2p, F 
r(mn,P) rm(n2/2) I I 
TQ 
which is convergent for all T 2 0. It follows that the series representation of 
the density given by (23) is everywhere convergent in T>O. 
4. CONCLUSION 
This paper provides a mathematical solution to the long standing 
analytic problem of the exact distribution of Hotelling’s generalized I”, 
statistic. The formulae presented here are primarily useful for analytic pur- 
poses in that they extend and unify existing distributional results. 
The fi statistic is a special case of the Wald statistic for testing general 
linear restrictions on the coefficients in the multivariate linear model. The 
exact distribution of the latter statistic has recently been obtained by the 
author in [ 161 using operator methods. Methods similar to those of [ 161 
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may also be used to treat the distribution of the PO statistic. Such an 
approach was adopted in the first version of this paper [14] and was the 
original stimulus for the present investigation. 
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